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QUESTION 1

A service inventory architecture is designed to accommodate the composition and recomposition of services. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following statements is true? 

A. A compensating service transaction always exists within the scope of an atomic service transaction. 

B. The application of the Compensating Service Transaction pattern relies heavily upon an underlying database that
supports the rollback of changes. 

C. A compensating service transaction is only used in situations where the rollback of changes across services needs to
be guaranteed. 

D. None of these statements are true. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Which statement regarding intermediate routing is true? 

A. The application of the Intermediate Routing pattern is suitable for handling message routing requirements that are
dynamic in nature and difficult to anticipate in advance. 

B. The application of the Intermediate Routing pattern is suitable for handling pre- determined message paths with fixed
routing requirements that cannot be changed at runtime. 

C. The application of the Intermediate Routing pattern tends to improve runtime performance when compared to an
approach whereby routing logic is embedded within individual services. 

D. None of these statements are true. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following statements is false? 

A. Widespread use of the Messaging Metadata pattern can be seen in the emergence of many WS-* extensions that
define industry standard SOAP header blocks that carry metadata. 
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B. Messaging frameworks and technologies need to provide support for the reading and writing of message headers or
properties in order to fully support the application of the Messaging Metadata pattern. 

C. The Messaging Metadata pattern is not applicable to situations where the message sender and receiver need to
participate in stateful or conversational message exchanges. 

D. The Messaging Metadata pattern can support the application of patterns such as Intermediate Routing by
supplementing messages with activity-specific metadata. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

The messaging framework established by the application of the Event-Driven Messaging pattern positions a(n) as being
responsible for the broadcast of event notification messages. 

A. event management program 

B. synchronous queue 

C. event-driven Web service 

D. database 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

A service agent has a technical contract that allows it to be explicitly invoked by service consumer programs. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

When applying the Messaging Metadata pattern, it is customary to place business document data in the message
header and supplementary messaging metadata in the message body. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8
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Which of the following represent common types of logic that can be placed within a service fa?ade component? 

A. Behavior correction logic used to compensate for changes in the behavior of the core service logic. 

B. Protocol bridging logic that dynamically converts from one transport protocol to another at runtime. 

C. Relaying logic that simply relays input and output messages to and from the core service logic. 

D. Transformation logic that performs runtime data model or data format conversion. 

Correct Answer: ABCD 

 

QUESTION 9

The Process Centralization pattern is most commonly associated with which service model? 

A. utility service 

B. entity service 

C. task service 

D. hybrid service 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

A service architecture is most comparable in scope to a traditional: 

A. component architecture 

B. integration architecture 

C. application architecture 

D. None of the above. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

Which of the following statements is true? 

A. Although the Logic Centralization pattern addresses the question of how to avoid redundant service logic, it does not
address how the logic should be accessed. 

B. The Contract Centralization pattern specifies how to access a service through its published contract, but it does not
indicate which services should be accessed for specific purposes. 

C. When the Logic Centralization and Contract Centralization patterns are applied together, they realize the Official
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Endpoint pattern because they effectively establish an official endpoint for a service. 

D. All of these statements are true. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

The Protocol Bridging pattern addresses problems that occur when services using different transport protocols or
different versions of the same transport protocol try to communicate. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

The Service Fa?ade pattern can be used to introduce a logic layer that resides between the and an underlying . 

A. core service logic, database 

B. core service logic, resource 

C. core service logic, legacy system 

D. All of the above. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 14

When applying the Process Abstraction and Process Centralization patterns together, non- agnostic business process
logic is: 

A. located in one place and separated from agnostic logic 

B. distributed across multiple locations and separated from agnostic logic 

C. located in one place and combined with agnostic logic 

D. distributed across multiple locations and combined with agnostic logic 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15

Which of the following statements about the application of the Policy Centralization pattern is true? 
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A. Service agents can check for policy compliance at runtime. 

B. A policy framework that supports both the definition of policies and their consistent runtime enforcement is essential
to meeting the goals of the Policy Centralization pattern. 

C. Enterprise service bus products sometimes use proprietary policy formats which can lead to vendor lock-in and
incompatibilities with other enterprise service bus products. 

D. All of these statements are true. 

Correct Answer: D 
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